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2016 has been an important year in which
significant events have taken place with respect to Zena Wengel Ministry. The Ministry
has been striving to reach more disadvantaged people with visual impairment. Important supporters and friends of the Ministry
came to Ethiopia to see for themselves what
the Ministry is doing and speak to beneficiaries and general Assembly members of the
Ministry and discuss matters of interest with
the General Manager as well as to visit areas
where it is active. During the visits, the supporters and friends distributed useful devices
to persons with visual impairment and studied the conditions of institutions established
to serve them with the hope of contributing
for their betterment.
The second anniversary of the establishment
of Zena Wengel Ministry has been the most
important event of this year. It was celebrated
with a colorful ceremony at the Misrach Center on October 22, 2016. At the occasion, the
two supporters and friends of the Organization, General Assembly and Board Members
of the Ministry and fellowship attendants, all
in all over forty participants were present.
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During the ceremony, Brother Tafesse
Negash made an encouraging Speech in
which he promised that Zena Wengel will
have an office
in the near future and Brother
Matthew
William
Gepsen
who
has an adopted
eight years old
daughter from
Ethiopia, gave
a message from
the word of
God and sang
the song concerning the lost sheep. Besides
he presented to Zena Wengel Ministry five
Amharic and three Oromifa audio bibles,
five
white
canes
and two
slates
and styluses.
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Dear a Prayer Warrior….
Zena Wengel Ministry has not yet found a suitable building for conducting its devotional programs and for performing its intended charitable services. Consequently, we request all brothers
and sisters to help the Ministry in prayer so that God may satisfy this urgent need.
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Moreover, two sisters,
Mulu Tsegaye and Tarikwa Asefa, from Modjo
and Adama respectively,
sang several beautiful
songs in praise of God at
the occasion creating an
atmosphere of delight.
On the other hand, Ato Abebe Dida a visually impaired
English teacher in Guder, a small town not very far
from Ambo Town in Western Shoa, who lost his sight
lately and was present at the ceremony, gave his life
testimony in which he praised God and described how
through the grace of Jesus Christ and Christian support
he has been able to adopt his new life as a blind
man. He also
said thankfully
that following his
loss of sight,
Brother Tafesse
sent him a Braille
Bible and another
useful book in
CD with the title
“Purpose Driven
Life” that contributed greatly to the complete change
of his life. He is an ardent follower of Christ and
preaches the Word of God in different churches and
places of worship.
Following this,Twelve brothers and sisters who have
made a highly commendable contribution to the development
and
welfare
to
Zena Wengel
Ministry were
awarded letters of appreciation
by
Brother
Tafesse
on
behalf of the Ministry.
At the end of the ceremony, Brother Tafesse gave Ato
Abebe, an audio Bible, a Braille watch, a slate and a
stylus, a rim of Braille paper and a white cane.
The visits paid by our friends from America has had an
uplifting effect on all those who are working as board
and General Assembly members of Zena Wengel Ministry as well as those who engage in its day to day activities.

New Hope
On October 24 2016, Ato Tafesse and Mr. Matthew William Gepsen went to Sebeta special School for the Blind
with members of the Zena Wengel Ministry and after visiting the School, gave to the blind students thirty-five
slates and styluses, thirty-five white canes and four balls
with ringing bells inside them.

At the end, the visitors promised that their support will
continue through Zena Wengel Ministry.

On November 8 2016, Ato Tafesse Negash and Zena
Wengel Ministry members went to Sebeta where the Ministry intends to set up a branch taking into account of the
large number of visually impaired residents and students
in the town. The matter was discussed with the local Mulu
Wengel Church which expressed its willingness to provide a place for starting the branch. Its offer was accepted.
Besides, W.ro Meseret
Tafesse, a sighted teacher at the Sebeta Special
School for the Blind has
agreed to facilitate the setting up process. According-

ly, it has been agreed to officially launch the opening of
the branch on December 17
2016. The branch, besides
conducting devotional programs, is intended to have a
resource center with different facilities.

